Romance of the river

Jane Sutherland explores the beauty of the Loire river, France's great natural heritage.

Wandering along the banks of the Loire river, one can hardly believe that the area surrounding this majestic waterway could be so desolate.

At first sight, the river seems to flow untroubled, but upon closer inspection, one can see the subtle beauty of the landscape, the引用

Along the Route du Terroir, the Loire shares through registered wines, they are jumping, more gently.

Wines in France

The Loire river, especially along its Route du Terroir, offers a wonderful variety of wines, from dry whites to rich reds.

Château de Sancerre is an impressive sight. Standing with distant towers and spires, a fairy tale palace.

Classic elegance

Despite its age, the Château de Sancerre retains the elegance of a fairy tale palace.

France

Mag. prices for Le Prieuré. More details.